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I. INTRODUCTION

Theories of objectswith arbitraryspin and statisticsknown as anyons are possible

in (2 + 1)-dimensions [1]. Such theories have been applied successfully in condensed

matter physics. For example, they have been used in the description of quasiparticles in

i the fractional quantum Hall effect. Some of these theories employ a topological quantity
|

i known as the Chern-Simons term. This term is sometimes generated radiatively through

the use of heavy fermions rather than put in by hand. This paper will consider such

theories. The statistics of the anyons in these theories will depend on the coefficient of the

Chern-Simons term which subsequently will be seen to depend on the number of fermions

and on their respective charges. If all the fermions carry the same fundamental charge,

then by varying the number of fermions a certain "spectrum" of fractional statistics is

possible. This spectrum is however limited in its extent, and the question may be raised

as to whether it can be broadened by effecting changes or extensions to the fermion sector.

This paper addresses this question. The answer is yes, and the change or extension to

the model considered here will involve fields in a spinor or metaplectic representation of

the orthosymplectic Lie supergroup. The representations are infinite dimensional but have

graded dimension that is finite and can be fractional.

In section 2, a brief introduction to anyons is given as well as an account of the role of

the Chern-Simons term in such theories. The specific model being considered is presented,

and the extension of the fermion sector is motivated. Section 3 contains a self contained

exposition of the orthosymplectic Lie supergroup and its spinor (or singleton) represen-

tations. The oscillator constr, mtion is discussed and used to arrive at the metaplectic

, representations. Section 4 applies the results of section 3 in extending the model of section

2. The "new" theory has a broader spectrum. The statistics are tuned in the fermion

sector now extended by the "metaplectons". A short summary of the results of the paper

and some remarks make up the contents of section 5.
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2. ANYONS

In (2 + 1)-dimensions, the familiar Bose and Fermi statistics are special cases of more

general fractional statistics. Under the interchange of identical particles, the wave function

changes by an arbitrary phase rather than just being symmetric or antisymmetric as in 3 + 1

dimensions. An anyon is any (2 + 1)-dimensional object with fractional statistics. Such

, an object can be viewed as a composite consisting of a "bare" Bose or Fermi point charge

' bound to an infinitely thin flux tube. Interchanging two of these identical composites yields

any phase depending on how the fluxes are tuned. The phase is, in fact, an Aharanov-

Bohm phase resulting from the long range interaction of one composite's charge with the

other composite's flux tube. A particle of charge, Q, encircling an infinitely thin flux (cI,)

tube picks up an Aharanov-Bohm phase, e/0ae, where 0AB = Qq, [2].

A way of implementing fractional statistics in certain (2 + 1) models is through the

use of an Abelian Chern-Simons term. A Lagrangian,/2, with a conserved current, j/_, can

have additional gauge invariant interactions appended to it [3]:

1

A£. = -jt*Ata + -_a_twPAtac3unp , (2.1)

where Ata is the so-called statistics gauge field and has dimension of [mass]½, and a is the

Chern-Simons coupling with dimension of [mass]. The equation of motion of this gauge

field gives,

jta = aetauPOvAp . (2.2)

Integrating the zeroth component of this equation over all space yields

/d2xj°=a/d2xB , where B= eiJOiAj , (2.3)

.

Hence charged particles carry statistical flux equal to Q/oe. This result is independent of

the insertion of a kinetic term for the statistics gauge field

fkin = -- _ Ft*UFt*u , (2.4.)
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where

F _ = O_A v - OVA _ . (2.5)

As seen in the following argument, if a kinetic term were present, the equation of motion

would be altered to

j_' = aePuPOuAp + c)uF #u . (2.6)

The "statistics" photon in the quantized theory will have a mass, ,_, due to the Chern-

Simons term; c_ will act as a long range cut-off for tile electric and magnetic fields [4].

Therefore the integral over all space of the timc component of eq. (2.6) will still give eq.

(2.3) since f d2xV . "-_ vanishes.

|

In a Lagrangian with eq. (2.1) added to it, an effective current, jeff/, can be defined

as the coefficient of 0pX: under the gauge transformation .4, _ A, -c)pX [5]:

j"::=j.- . (2.7)

Making use of the equation of motion, eq. (2.2), results in

= (2.s)
°_

3el f

Accordingly, this leads to an effective charge in terms of the physical charge, Q'

1

Qe/f = '_Q . (2.9)

In this way an anyon arrising from a Chern-Simons term can be considered as point-

particle-flux-tube composite with statistical charge, Qe//, and flux, _. If two such ob-

jects are adiabatically interchanged by moving each one half way around the other, the

Aharanov-Bohm interchange phase induced in the wave function is

1 1

(2.10)

= Qe:/_ .
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Inserting the results of eqs. (2.3) and (2.9) above yields

Q2 (2.11)
_AB- 2a '

The fllll quantum statistics phase is arrived at by also including the bare statistics phase

(eba e)'

= Obare + OAB . (2.12)

Consider the following functional for the statistics gauge field, AtL, in (2 + 1)-dimensions

involving charge, e (which has dimension of [mass]½), massive fermions (which have di-

mension of [mass]):

A[A]- / DCD'¢ exp{i/d3x'¢7_(icg_ -eArL -ro)C} (2.13)
= det(iTp- m) ,

where _- 7P(cgt_ + iear, ). Through vacuum polarization a Chern-Simons term is induced

to lowest order in the momentum [6]

e 2

/ d3 I[d] (2 14)

rpt

in A[A] = i87r m[ x et_VPApOvAp + .

The higher order terms in I[A] are proportional to powers of e and 1/m, and these are

assumed to satisfy the condition:

m >> e 2 . (2.15)

Comparing expression (2.14) with the second term on the right hand side of eq. (2.1) and

assuming the fermion masses are positive yields the identification

e2
o_: -- . (2.16)

4_"

Note that the induced (Chern-Simons) term violates parity, a fact that is not surprising

since a fermion mass term is parity violating in (2 + 1)-dimensions. Under parity, defined

by

(t, y) --, y),
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(the usual definition of parity, (x,y) _ (-x,-y), is a rotation is this case) the fermion

mass term transforms

m¢_ _ -m¢¢ . (2.17)

Suppose there had been N species of fermions with charges ek, k = 1, ..., N, then

N

AN[A ] -- / DCD_ exp{i/d3x E Ck(i_k- m)¢k}
k=_ (2.1s)

N

= II d_t(i_k- ,_),
k=l

where _Pk = 7g(cog + iekAg). The induced Chern-Simons term then yields the following

identification for the coupling:
N

1

c_ = 4--'_E e_. (2.19)
k=l

Some models exhibiting fractional statistics and employing a Chern-Simons term some-

times replace it with a Lagrangian,

N

£N = E -¢k(ic_ - e$ - ro)Ck , (2.20)
k=l

thereby generating the Chern-Simons term radiatively as previously discussed. This will

yield a Chern-Simons coefficient given by eq. (2.19) with ek = e for all k = 1, ..., N'

e2
N--= . _._)

47r \ z

Consider the following Lagrangian [7]:

£ = [(cOg+ iqeAg)¢ 2 _ M[¢ 2 _ _FgVFgv + £N . (2.22)

_:heb_ boso=(0ba,_= 0)field,¢, ¢_rie_ch_geQ= q_(qis_ i=tCg_)_=dh_ m_,

M. Interchanging two of these quanta will give Aharanov-Bohm phase (2.11). Hence their

quantum statistics are given by

8- 2_'q2 . (2.23)
N
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If, for example, q = 1 and N = 2, then the statistics are those of fermions (0 = Tr). IVlore

exotic phases are possible with more fermions (i. e. N >_ 3). Indeed, for q = 1 and N = 4,

the statistics are those of semions (t9 = 1r/2).

It is worth noting that a composite of N anyons has an interchange phase (PAR(N))

that is N 2 times the interchange phase of one anyon [8]. Therefore in this case the full

quantum statistics phase is

0(N) = 0bore(N ) + lV20AB
(2.24)

-- Obare(.h]') mod 2_" .

Hence such an object (an N-anyon) exhibits no fractional statistics but rather exhibits its

bare statistics.

Evidently the Lagrangian (2.22) which has a global U(N) symmetry cannot produce

arbitrary fractional statistics for a given value of q, rather the statistics phases are con-

strained by the integer N through eq. (2.23). One way of extending the range of t_ is

by having non-integer N. This may seem impossible if N is thought of as the number of

fermions but not so impossible if it is identified with the power of the determinant (2.18).

The purpuse of this work is to point out that non-integer powers of this determinant are at-

tainable by considering more exotic internal symmetry groups. These produce new types of

fractional statistics, in the sense discussed above, hitherto unknown in the literature. This

is introduced through the use of supergroup representations with fractional dimensions.

3. THE _¢[ETAPLECTIC REPRESENTATIONS OF OSp(r/2m, R)

The use of supergroup representations as a device to yield fractional power7 of deter-

minants is not unknown in the literature [9]. The covariant quantization of the Green-

Schwarz superstring appears to require the introduction of infinite sets of extra fields, of

ghosts, and of ghosts for ghosts. It has been suggested that the superstring action can be
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written in an OSp invariant form for certain choices of gauge with the "infinite towers"

of ghosts transforming as spinor (or metaplectic) representations of the OSp(r/2rn, R) Lie

supergroups [10]. The harmonic oscillator method for constructing unitary lowest weight

representations (i.e. representations in which one of the generators is bounded from below)

of the noncompact supergroup, OSp(2n/2m, l-:t), has been presented in the literature [11].

In the following the reader is assumed to have some familiarity with Lie supergroups and

superalgebras (for a review see reference [12]).

The orthosymplectic Lie supergroup, OSp(2n/2m, R), has even subgroup, SO(2n) x

, Sp(2m,.R). The number of even generators is ½(2n)(2n- 1)+ ½(2rn)(2m q- 1). The number
!

of odd generators is (2n)(2m). OSp(2n/2m, R) has U(m/n) as its maximal rank, compact

subsupergroup. With respect to this subsupergroup, OSp(2n/2m, R) admits a Jordan

decomposition or three-grading:

L = L-1 @ Lo @ L+I • (3.1)

L and Lo denote the Lie superalgebras of the supergroups OSp(2n/2m, R) and U(m/n),

respectively. U(m/n) has even subgroup U(n) × U(m) with respect to which SO(2n) ×

Sp(2m, R) has a three-grading. The Lie superalgebra of OSp(2n/2m, R) is realized as

bilinears of a set of f = 2p + ¢ superoscillators (and their hermitian conjugates):

(ai(s) ) (bi(s) ) ( ci )= , = , eA() =

_A(s ) _ etA(s) , r/A(s) _ r/tA(S) ' (_A __ (.tA (3.2)

i= 1,...,m; #= 1,...,n ; s= 1,...,p.

Depending on whether there is an even or odd number of superoscillators, e will equal 0

or 1. The metaplectic (or singleton) representations correspond to f = 1 (p = 0,_ = 1).

The first m components of the superoscillators are bosonic while the last r_ components

8
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are fermionic. The superoscillators {A, r/A, _A ({A, r/A, _A) transform in the covariant (con-

travariant) fundamental representation of U(m/n) and satisfy the supereommutation re-

lations

[{A(S),{B(t)} = [rlA(a),rlB(t)} = 6B6st ,

. (a.a)

Ali other supereommutators vanish. The graded commutator is defined as

[gA,g B} -'- gAg B -- (--l)g(A)g(B)gB{a , (3.4)

where g(A) is 0 or 1 depending; on the grade of the index A = (i,#). L__ consists of

di-annihilation operators of the form

' + gA'& + CACB. (a.5)

Correspondingly, L+I consists of di-creation operators

(B gA q_¢B. (A q_ ¢ ¢B¢A. (3.6)

The bilinears of Lo are of the form

4

"" ¢ )g(A)g(B)(A . {B "lt"(--1)g(A)g(B)_B ' _A q. -2 [_A_B q_ (--1 _B_ A] . (3.7)

The vector notation employed above is defined as follows:

p

&' r_B _ E _A(8) r/B(8) ' (3.8)
- s=l

The unitary lowest weight representations of OSp are constructed by considering a set of

states, g2), in the (super) Fock space of superoscillators. These states transform irreducibly

_ under Lo (the Lie algebra of the maximal compact subsupergroup) and are annihilated by

the operators belonging to L_I. Operating successively on If2) with the elements of L+_, a

unitary lowest weight representation is generated:

{1_)• Z+tla) @(L+,)21fl) e...}. (3.9)

9
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L_

For f - 1, [_) = { 0>, cA[0)} are the only two lowest weight states, where 0) is the Fock

space vacuum annihilated by all annihilation operators.

Application of the oscillator construction to SO(2n) or Sp(2m, R) is straightforward.

In the case of SO(2n), the set of f = 2p + e fermionic oscillators would consist of

#= l,...,n; s= l,...,p.

Clearly the form of the unitary irreducible lowest weight representation (eq. (3.9)) in-

dicates that it is finite dimensional when the oscillators are fermionic, as is the case for

SO(2n). For Sp(2m, R), the oscillators are bosonic, and the representations are infinite

dimensional. The unitary irreducible representations can be put in a form that displays the

even subgroup (SOi2n) × Sp(2m, R)) structure. The two irreducible spinor representations

of OSp(2r_/2m, _) can then be written:

%b.2) , _I'_= %b!_). . (3.11)

The _b's are SO(2n) chiral spinors with the Grassmann parity alternating down ea,ch

"tower" (the Grassmann parity of the first in the sequence is arbitrary). The superscript

indicates their transformation properties under U(m), the maximal compact subgroup of

Sp(2m, R). For example, #;(+k)_ _,b_...& is a (+)-chirality SO(2n) spinor, Grassmann odd

field transforming as a k th rank symmetric tensor of SU(m). It is possible to combine the

two irreducible r_presen_ations to form a "Dirac" OSp spinor'

_IJ _(1) _ (3,12)= (2) , .
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The two irreducible((+) and (-) chirality)spinors(inthe basisthattheyhave been

presentedabove)canbe recoveredby applyingthefollowingprojectionoperators:

p=l: = l ® P:t= , (3.13)

where 1 is the infinite unit matrix and P+ are the SO(2n) projectors:

1 - (1 0) (3.14)P.. = _(1 + _), r = 0 -1

and P has been displayed in 2 x 2 block form. SO(2n + 1) has no such projectors and corre-

spondingly OSp(2n + 1/2ro, R) has only one irreducible singleton representation. Indeed,

instead of a three-grading, OSp(2r_ + 1/2m, R) admits a five-grading (Kantor decomposi-

tion) with respect to its maximM compact subsupergroup [13]'.

L = L__• S_½• Lo• L+½• L+_, (3,15)

The invariant inner product of complex OSp spinors is given by

OO

-_A - y_ -_-i1'"i'AJ1'"J'6i,j1'" 6i,j,, (3.16)
k=O

where _ and A are two OSp spinors, _ = _tI't is the Pauli adjoint and l"t represents the

product of the time-like gamma matrices.

The graded dimension of a representation is defined as the number of Bose states mi-

nus the number of Fermi states in the vector space. It can be computed by evaluating

the character for the identity matrix [14]. Consider an irreducible spinor representa-

tion of OSp(r/2m, t:t). If r = 2n, then the dimension of an SO(2n) chiral spinor is

dspinor(SC(2n)) = 2n-1. If r = 2n + 1, then dspinor(SO(2n + 1)) = 2n, Tl:e dimension of

a kth rank symmetric tensor of SU(m) is given by the following binomial coefficient

dsym.k-tensor (SU(m))= (ro:k-_ 1 1'_/ . (3.17)

11



If each Grassmann odd field counts as -1 and each Grassmann even field counts as +1,

then the following regulated sum of the SU(m) symmetric tensors in • yields',

w,_i,k x-  _i kx i
dspinor( Sp( 2m, R) )

k=O -i x-_l \ m- I
k=O (3.i8)

= lira(1 + x) -m
x---*1

... 2 -TY_ .

The graded dimension of an OSp(r/2m, I_) spinor is therefore given by [15]

dmeta(OSp(r/2m, R)) = 2-mdspinor(SO(r)) . (3.19)

i

4. NEW REPRESENTATIONS OF ANYONS

The supergroup representations of the last section will now be used to show how to

extend the statistics spectrum discussed previously. As an example, consider the following

functional of A/_:

O0 O0

Ame'a[A] = / H D_/kD_k exp{i/d3x E-_k(i_ - e_-- rn)_/)k} (4.1)k=l k=l

= ,

where the Ck's are (2 + 1) space-time spinors having alternating Grassmann parity with

the odd subscript ones odd and the even subscript ones even. This sequence of fields

{Ck}, k = 1,2, ..., can be fitted into a metaplectic representation of OSp(2/2, R):

The Ck's are one component chiral SO(2) spinors and are scalars under Sp(2, R) (a ma,_s

term is possible for chiral SO(2) spinors). The Lagrangian for these fields can be rewritten

using the boldface notation introduced in section 3:

(9O

Crneta -- "_(i_-- m)ff_ -_ E _k(i_-- m)_l'k ' (4.3)
k=l

12



The alternating sum in the power of the determinant of eq. (4.1) can be computed in a

natural way using the group invariant introduced in eq. (3.19),

1

dmeta(OSp(2/2, R)) = _ . (4.4)

Therefore,

The induced Chern-Simons term will then have coupling,

1 e2

= (4.6)

The square root of the Dirac operator enters the analysis of the SU(2) global anomaly

in four dimensions [16]. There, integrating over an SU(2) 'vVeyl doublet, ¢, gives:

f DCDT exp{i f d4zT } = [deti ]½ . (4.7)

Such a representation for the "vVeylfermions is possible because SU(2) has Ilo local anomaly:

Tr({T °, Tb}, T _) = 0 , (4.8)

where the T's are SU(2) generators. In the present case no such condition need be satisfied

by the gauge group. The non-triviality of the homotopy group, II4(SU(2)), is crucial in

the analysis of the global anomaly. In three dimensions the relevant group is Ha. How-

ever Ha(U(1)) = 0, and hence no global anomaly plagues the metaplecton theory being

considered here. Clearly metaplecton theories involving non-Abelian gauge groups with

non-triviM homotopy groups may suffer from such problems.

Using the result of eq. (4.6), the Lagrangian,

• IF# "F#u + f-meta (4.9£ = [(O# + iqeA,)¢ _ - MI¢ 2 _ 4

will lead to a statistics phase,

0 = 4_rq 2 . (4.10

13
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'1 for the charge qe excitations; in other words, they are bosons, lt appears that the

OSp(2/2, R) global symmetry has alone, at least, not produced any different statistics

(in the sense of section 2). However, consider the Lagrangian,

= [(au + iqeAp)¢]2- M ¢l2- _ru_Fp_ + £._ta + _g' , (4.11)
£ I

where

N I

LN,=  k(iq - (4.12)
k=l

This model has a U(N t) x 0Sp(2/2, R) global symmetry and will lead to Chern-Simons

coupling,

2N _ + I e 2

a - 2 (_--_) _ (4.13)

and to statistics phase,

0- 4_rq2 (4.14)
2N I + 1 '

This phase (taking N t > 1) cannot be achieved in model (2.22) for any value of N (N an

integer). So the goal of attaining a wider range of fractional statistics has been reached

through the addition of ff_meta. More phases outside the range of (2.22) are possible by

generalizing to OSp(2/2m, R), with the fields in /:meta transforming as the metaplectic

representation of this supergroup. The statistics phase of a U(N _) × OSp(2/2m, R) model

would be

0 = 27rq2
Nt + dmeta(m) ' (4.15)

where (using eq. (3.19))

dmeta(m) = dmeta(OSp(2/2m, R)) = 2-m (4.16)

It should be emphasized that the statement that eq. (4.14), associated with Lagrangian

(4.11), gives phases outside the range of (2.22), is a valid one for fixed q in (2.22) and (4.11).

i 14
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Indeed statistics (4.15) with given values of q, N', and m are attainable using (2.22) with

no OSp symmetry. However the ¢ field would then have statistics charge, q', such that

, 25"q , m even ; (4 17)q -- ,, m_..+_k
z _- q, modd ,

and there would have to be more than N' fermions

2mN 1 m even ; (4.18)N= 2(2mN++i), modd

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has shown how to generate a new class of models of anyons in (2 + 1)-

dimensions employing a radiatively generated Chern-Simons term that have their "spec-

trum" of fractional statistics broadened without varying any of their parameters. The

fields introduced to induce the Chern-Simons term are supplemented with fields form-

ing a metaplectic or spinor representation of the Lie supergroup, OSp(r/2m, R). The

representations are infinite dimensional, since the even Lie subgroup of OSp(r/2m, R) is

SO(r) × Sp(2m, R), and Sp(2m, R) has infinite dimensional spinor representations. These

metaplectic representations have the special property that they yield fractional powers of

determinants when the fields are integrated out. In the models mentioned above they lead

to statistics outside the range achievable with any number of ordinary fermions.

There are many ways to generate exotic statistics in (2 + 1)-dimensions. This paper

has presented a new method. In general the distinguishing feature between these methods

is the fermion representation. As it stands, the new fermion representations introduced are

indistinguishable from any other since the fermions are integrated ou r, In this regard the

new representations are nothing more than a device. To distinguish two such equivalent

theories, it is necessary to either include more degrees of freedom such as scalars transform-

ing nontrivially underthe symmetry group or to gauge some parts of the group. Whether



or not this will lead to any interesting results is not known. However, as it stands the

model "forgets" about the metaplectons after they are integrated out. Gauging is a means

of effectively leaving a "memory" of the OSp group after the metaplectons are integrated

out.

This paper has not dealt with the dynamics of anyons but rather with _,,n alternate

means of inducing fractional statistics. It is noted that questions of this sort have been

addressed elsewhere, and a relativistic wave equation for anyons has been formulated deriv-

able from an appropriate action [17].
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